Tail Number

Abbreviation or Acronym: None

Data Exchange Name: TailNumber

Also Known As: None

Short Description: The numerical identification of an aircraft, also known as the registration number for an aircraft, as displayed on the aircraft’s tail section.

Controls

Collection, Validation, and Exchange Rules

1. Must be a unique Tail Number.
2. Between 4-6 characters with no dashes.
3. Not null for Resources whose Kind is Aircraft.
4. Must be unique for a valid resource.
5. Reference link for the standard to see additional validation for TailNumber:
   https://www.faa.gov/licenses_certificates/aircraft_certification/aircraft_registry/forming_nnumber/

Data Type: String (50)

Case Sensitivity: N/A

Minimum Length: 4

Maximum Length: 6

Format/Example: Aircraft: N412BG

Valid Values: N/A

Sensitivity Level: Undefined
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